Welcome to the SEC Annual Event 2020
"The new decade – responsibility and challenge"
10.00 Uhr  Welcome note
• Samuel Bon, CEO Swisscontact

10.10 Uhr  Facts & Figures 2019, current status and outlook

10.30 Uhr  Gender equality – in 200 years?
• Alessandra Pellegrini, Advisor Gender for Swisscontact

10.50 Uhr  Environmental responsibility – new approaches
• Christina Gruenewald, Advisor Environment for Swisscontact

11.10 Uhr  Exchange of experience among SEC experts on remote assignments

11.50 Uhr  SEC Guatemala – Establishing a local expert organisation – our future?

12.00 Uhr  End of event
Review 2019
40 YEARS OF EXCHANGING EXPERTISE PROMOTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP
POTENTIAL MEETS EXPERIENCE
SEC assignments by region

- Asia: 67
- Latin America: 18
- Eastern Europe: 20
- Eastern Africa: 16
- NOWAF: 6
Current status and outlook
Remote assignments
Goals

• Support our clients even more now
• Evaluate results
• Creating continuity in our work
Current status

• Until March 29 assignments on-site
• From June onwards remote assignments: 3 completed, 27 ongoing, conducted by 26 experts
• Duration 6-12 weeks
• In different fields, incl. HR, business management, textile industry, marketing and sales, architecture, hotel industry
Outlook

• Remote assignments – online is here to stay
• Assignments on-site – as soon as possible, with few restrictions
Senior Expert Services in Guatemala

A project supported by the ARGIDIUUS Foundation
The Pathways to a Sustainable Service for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

Goal:
In Guatemala a service is available and managed by a local organization which arranges consultancies by local, regional, and international volunteering senior professionals to SMEs.

Convincing record of successful missions
16 missions: 6 int’l, 6 local, 4 regional, impact monitoring system

Sufficient local volunteering senior experts
34 volunteers

Continuous promotion
Website, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Webinars, local media, institutions

Selection of suitable partner(s)
Contacts with local organizations, planned workshop
A Sustainable Organisation

SEC Guatemala

Free from particular interests

Local Ownership

Volunteering Services

For SMEs
Many thanks for your participation and goodbye!